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INTRODUCTION
Mahesh Cooper
Chief Operating Officer

It has been a rollercoaster ride in the South African
equity markets this year. A combination of risk averse
global sentiment towards emerging markets as well as
country specific factors have contributed to this. The
volatility in the market has resulted in large movements
in individual stock prices, driven mainly by changes in
investor sentiment. This has meant that many stocks that
were on the Perpetua True Value Continuum and moved
off, have returned onto the continuum. Likewise, stocks
that were well and truly off the continuum, have moved
back onto the True Value Continuum.
Our bottom-up stock selection process continues to
identify these attractive opportunities across the
continuum and we are excited about the number of
opportunities we are finding in the market. Hopefully,
some of the articles in this edition will give you more
insight as to what we are finding attractive and why.
In this edition, Lonwabo Maqubela and Phomolo Rabana
discuss the South African gaming sector and the reasons
why both Sun International and Tsogo Sun look
attractive. Next Delphine Govender and Museja
Makhaga compare the market darling Shoprite to the
fallen angel Woolworths. Back from a recent visit to
Russia, Johannes Visser deliberates Russia as investment
destination. Lastly, but importantly, forecasting plays a
vital role in our research process in determining the
fundamental value of a business. Glen Heinrich delves
into some of the risks of forecasting and how we try to
mitigate these risks.
Enjoy the read!
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With the gaming sector being unloved, under-covered
and trading on 11 times depressed forward earnings, it
is no surprise that these stocks are in our portfolios.

Gaming revenues have struggled

Lonwabo Maqubela

Phomolo Rabana

Portfolio Manager

Equity Analyst

Figure 2 and Figure 3 show how casino gambling
revenues have retraced over the last year and the extent
to which casinos have been losing market share to other
forms of gambling, such as standard Betting, Limited
Payout Machines (LPM) and Bingo.

NEGLECTED GAMING STOCKS
ARE OFFERING COMPELLING
VALUE

This is largely because gaming revenues are highly
correlated with economic growth which has been
muted. Disposable income and consumer confidence are
strong drivers of gaming revenues. Core casino
customers are typically high-net worth individuals with
20% of casino customers accounting for 80% of revenues
with these individuals’ fortunes being closely tied to
business activity.

Many “SA Inc.” companies have re-rated from their
2017 lows, even if this has lost some momentum
more recently. In this article, we explain why the
gaming stocks (namely Tsogo Sun and Sun
International) have lagged this recovery, as shown in
Figure 1.

Weakness in the domestic economy has therefore
impacted the propensity of these individuals to gamble
which in turn has negatively impacted casino gaming
revenues. We believe that this is not a structural decline
but rather a cyclical one as people continue to have an
inherent propensity to gamble. Consequently, casinos
are poised to benefit from an economic recovery as they
are well located around the country and continue to
form a major part of entertainment options.

Figure 1: Gaming Stocks relative to SWIX

Source: FactSet
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Figure 2:

Figure 3:

Source: Prima Research

Source: Prima Research

a limit to the number of casino licences both nationally
and provincially) and are highly cash generative given that
they require virtually no working capital to operate.

Sustainability considerations
The gaming industry is a highly regulated industry with the ills
associated with gambling being well documented. Such ills are
well managed by the industry with both companies
contributing to and promoting the National Responsible
Gaming Programme. Whilst this does not detract from the
negative social impact that gambling can have, it is balanced
by the benefits of significant tax contributions, job creation,
infrastructure development, wealth distribution to black
economic empowered firms, social investments and projects
within the communities that they operate in.

Below, we also underline the company specific factors
that we believe will further improve shareholder returns.

Tsogo: Value unlock strategy
Tsogo (TSH) has embarked on a value unlocking
exercise to unbundle its casino and hotel assets. These
transactions include:

Tax and operational leverage

1. The sale of casino precinct assets to Hospitality
(HPF). The casino assets to be sold include:
Montecasino, Gold Reef, Suncoast, Ridgeway,
Silverstar, Emnotweni and The Ridge. The total
original purchase consideration was R23 billion of
which R8 billion will be paid in cash for these
assets and R15 billion will be paid in HPF shares.
These shares will then be unbundled to Tsogo
shareholders. Given where HPF is currently trading,
shareholders should receive HPF shares worth
R9.1 billion. Tsogo will lease the properties back
and continue to own the licenses and operate the
casinos.

Casinos are efficient tax collection mechanisms paying
between 9% and 18% of gaming revenues as a tax to their
respective provincial gaming boards as well as an
additional 15% for VAT to the national fiscus. Both of
these taxes are incurred as an operating expense.
Consequently 25%-34% of operating expenses are linked
to the underlying revenue growth. The corollary of this
is that at least 65% of the costs are fixed and do not
materially fluctuate with revenue growth. As a result,
casino profits are highly sensitive to revenue growth;
more so than the average South African clothing retailer.
We believe that SA’s gaming stocks are well positioned
to benefit from an even marginally improving outlook.
We like casino assets as they have high barriers to entry
with a natural regulatory competitive advantage (there is

2. In late May 2018, Tsogo announced that it will list
its hotel assets separately. On a market relative
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which are currently underappreciated by the market.
Most importantly, with a current market capitalisation of
R7.6billion and total debt of just over R15billion, as the
company de-gears, the conversion of value from debt
holders to equity holders should occur. In addition, Time
Square at Menlyn Maine will have 2000 slots and 60
tables, making it one of the Top-3 biggest casinos in the
country. Furthermore, Time Square is well located in the
under-served Pretoria market. Assuming Tshwane
patrons have a similar propensity to gamble as other
urban casinos, we envisage that Time Square will
generate approximately R500million to R600million
EBITDA once it has reached maturity. This would make
it the second largest asset in Sun International’s stable
(See Table 1 below).

3. basis, TSH’s hotel unit should be valued
closer to R15.8 billion.
In addition, Tsogo owns a 59.2% stake in Hospitality as a
result of a previous property sale. This stake is
currently valued at R3.5 billion.
The sum of the individual parts mentioned above equals
to R36 billion, which is in line with the current enterprise
value for Tsogo. This means that Tsogo’s current
enterprise value does not ascribe any value to the
casino assets. At current depressed levels, these assets
generated R1.5 billion in EBITDA for the year to March
2018. Hence, shareholders are not paying anything for
the gaming assets or the optionality of any improvement
in earnings. We think that Tsogo is worth more than R30
a share which is attractive considering the share price is
around R20 per share.

Sun International does face substantial near-term risks
including those around the Latin America business,
higher gaming taxes from the provincial gaming boards,
potential smoking ban legislation, as well as the potential
loss of the GrandWest exclusivity. At less than R60 per
share, we think that Sun International is worth closer to
R100 which gives us a sufficient margin of safety relative
to these near-term risks. In addition, we believe the
company has favourable long-term prospects which the
market is currently not giving them credit for.

Sun International’s fall from grace
Sun international’s share price has more than halved
since it peaked at R139 in 2015. Much of the good news
that was priced in at its peak failed to materialise. A
combination of disappointing operations in Latin
America; a failed bid for Peermont and the capital outlay
for its new casino, Time Square in Menlyn Maine,
coincided with a period of extremely weak economic
growth, which meant that its profitability and cash flows
reduced. This left Sun International highly geared,
operationally and financially, culminating in the recent
rights issue. We used the rights issue as an opportunity
to increase our exposure to the share.

Conclusion
We believe the gaming sector represents an opportunity
for our clients to invest in companies with high barriers
to entry on attractive multiples who are experiencing a
cyclical decline in earnings. In addition, both should
benefit from even a marginal improvement in consumer
confidence – a tailwind which has been non-existent
over the past several years.

We remain of the view that the company has made some
decent investments with favourable long-term prospects
Table 1: Top South African Casinos

Operator
GrandWest
Time Square
Montecasino†
Carnival City
Suncoast†

SUI
SUI
TSH
SUI
TSH

Slots

Tables

2 562
2 000
1 873
1 753
1 600

59
60
79
53
64

†TSH = EBITDAR
Source: Company reports
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Hotel rooms
39
245
619
105
165

Revenue

EBIDTA†

2 178
2 674
1 108
1 701

879
1 194
343
791

EBIDTA
margin
40.4%
44.7%
31.0%
46.5%
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Delphine Govender

Museja Makhaga

Chief Investment Officer

Equity Analyst

At present, the South African market is offering up
several mispriced investment opportunities as a result of
negative investor sentiment. This is caused by poor
visibility over the near-term company prospects due to
the constrained macro-economic environment coupled
with sub-optimal company-specific issues. We are
especially intrigued by this when “market darlings”
(those much-loved shares that trade higher and higher as
though they “can do no wrong” even with less than solid
fundamentals) fall sharply out of favour into what we call
“fallen angels”.

MARKET DARLING VS FALLEN
ANGEL

Two excellent examples of a “market darling” and a
“fallen angel” sit within the South African retail sector,
notably well-known retailers Shoprite Holdings and
Woolworths Holdings respectively. We explain below
that while we see merits and challenges in both
businesses, we see significantly more investment upside
in Woolworths given the negative investor sentiment to
the share.

“Be fearful when others are greedy and greedy when
others are fearful.”
Warren Buffet

Opportunity created by investor sentiment
Investor sentiment is an intriguing phenomenon. In
essence, it refers to the propensity of investors to make
investment decisions based more on their emotions.
Investor sentiment is generally based on short-term
expectations. Typically, when sentiment is negative,
investors are feeling disappointed about the short-term
performance of an investment relative to prior
expectations, seeing little prospect of near-term
improvement. When sentiment is positive, investors are
feeling affirmed and optimistic about the prospects for
an investment and expect this positive near-term
performance to persist.

Shoprite, the market darling
Shoprite is South Africa’s largest food retailing group,
with a 30% share of market relative to its local peers.
Shoprite has grown its revenue faster than the market
over the past decade and has taken market share
primarily from rival Pick ‘n Pay over the years.
Blossoming from a neglected and undervalued share in
the early 2000’s when it traded at a deep discount to its
peers, Shoprite has since proven to be the ideal
investment over the past decade and longer, long having
shed its “neglected” status. It has been an inherently
defensive business that has also offered meaningful
growth opportunities (in terms of domestic market
share gains and greenfield African expansion). In addition,
it has achieved above average margins due to insightful
investments in centralised distribution to drive supply
chain efficiencies. Furthermore, it has been a wellmanaged and financially sound business.

Well-known investor, Howard Marks likens the manner
in which investor sentiment affects investment markets
to a pendulum-like swing. Investor sentiment can swing
between euphoria and depression; between celebrating
positive developments and obsessing over the negatives
and accordingly resulting in assets being overpriced or
under-priced. Ironically, Marks identifies these
oscillations as “one of the most dependable features in the
investment world”.
Whilst investor sentiment can sometimes be less
obvious than other times, every now and then investor
sentiment has swung from excessively positive (bullish)
to excessively negative (bearish) and vice versa.

Earning its market darling status
There is no dispute that Shoprite has justifiably earned
its premium status in the market:
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Figure 1:

It has clarity of focus in respect of its business
and growth strategy with a clear understanding
of business positioning and relevance
It has been growing market share ahead of
competitors and has subsequently taken market
share from its local peer group
Operating margins are superior and have been
increasing relative to its local peer group
average
It has compounded strong earnings delivery in
the past 10 years
Management have proven to be good capital
allocators, with a 10-year average Return on
Invested Capital of 19% and Return on Equity of
31%
It has meaningful bargaining power with
suppliers given its size, which it appears to use
to the benefit of customers
The company does not issue shares often
It has growth opportunities through its African
expansion
It is a defensive stock with a product offering
that caters across all Living Standard Measures
(LSMs) and has demonstrated it offers a sound
value proposition to its customers, which
provides a good hedge during tough economic
times.

Source: I-Net

These persistent high ratings in turn start to imply that
the market has both high expectations for the business
and high confidence that the business will be able to
achieve these high expectations.
In Shoprite’s case, we believe the market is currently
discounting particularly high expectations in the
following areas:
1. Continuation of aggressive market share growth;
and
2. Optimistic growth assumptions for Africa (we
estimate a market implied price-earnings multiple
of 33 times for Africa).

Market darlings must live up to high
expectations

Furthermore, Shoprite has a strong foreign shareholding
- hence foreign flows have a strong influence on price
moves. The uptick in foreign flows in 2018 has also been
a contributing factor to the recent share performance.

Once companies become associated with a relatively
unbroken run of solid business performance and
earnings delivery, this unsurprisingly becomes reflected
in the share price performance. While earnings and
dividends drive returns from a fundamental perspective,
typically the share also re-rates at the same time through
the expansion of its price-earnings multiple.

A focus on everything that could go right can sometimes
cause investors to become oblivious to real risks the
business may face. We believe some of these risks
include:

As Figure 1 indicates, over the past 18 years we have
seen a structural re-rating of Shoprite with the priceearnings multiple doubling from 10 times to over 20
times earnings.

•
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Low price inflation coupled with strained
consumer spending resulting in margin
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The price you pay relative to value
determines your returns

Increased competition threatening Shoprite’s
ability to materially grow its leading market
share going forward as a result more aggressive
competition from the likes of Pick ‘n Pay
E-commerce penetration impacting physical
retail returns as sub-optimal trading space will
need to be closed
Limited opportunity for further aggressive store
rollout in South Africa given a saturated physical
food retail footprint
Change in leadership at Shoprite could lead to a
changing of focus and priority of the business
Political and market risk in rest of Africa:
o Stricter/anti-competitive regulations in
Africa
o Liquidity risks e.g. inability to remove cash
from the countries
o Lower
commodity
prices,
ZAR
appreciation against basket of foreign
currencies

We recognise that Shoprite has been a strong business
performer which has resulted in the stock also being a
winning investment over the past 10 years and more. At
this point, however, we believe the investor sentiment
being discounted into the current share price is overly
optimistic and reflects little room for any
disappointments. In addition, should foreign investors
lose patience in the South African and African consumer
growth story, this could further compound a de-rating
of the share.

Woolworths, the fallen angel
On the other end of the investor sentiment pendulum,
currently sits Woolworths Holdings (or “Woolies” as it
is colloquially referred to). Best known as South Africa’s
“quality” retailer, Woolies is regarded as the country’s
foremost quality food retailer due to its world-class
operating standards, product positioning and industry
leading profit margins. Its clothing and homeware
business, while not as consistent as the food business
over time, has also contributed to growing returns over

Figure 2: WHL 10 year share price history

Source: Bloomberg
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the past decade. These businesses have jointly
contributed to Woolies posting solid earnings growth
between 2008-2014, resulting in the share price
returning 34% per annum. Over this period, Woolies
traded at a 17% premium to the market.

As evident in Figure 2, since its share price peaked in
2015, the share has fallen over 50%; has underperformed
the market by close to 60% and has de-rated from a 29
price-earnings multiple to 14.

While Woolies first expanded offshore to Australia in
the late 1990’s (through the purchase of specialty retailer
Country Road Group), the South African operations
have always been its primary focus. In 2014, however,
Woolies management made a considerable bet:
purchasing Australia’s largest department store retailer,
David Jones in a transaction that was valued then at
around R21 billion. The positive sentiment around
management’s ability at that time and the market’s belief
in the potential synergies from the David Jones
acquisition, saw the Woolies’ share price rise to a record
high of R107 in early 2015, on a price-earnings multiple
of 29 times.

The most recent Woolies results relating to its June
2018 year end, did little to shift in investor sentiment for
the better. The solid results from the Woolies Food and
Country Road Group division were completely
overshadowed by the poor performance from Woolies
SA Clothing & Home and David Jones divisions (as well
as the impairment of David Jones carrying value which
occurred during the financial year – a direct indication
that management were conceding they overpaid for the
asset). The sharp de-rating in the share has meant
investors have thrown the “baby out with the
bathwater” meaning an unfairly inferior value is being
imputed onto the high quality and defensively positioned
Foods business.

Can Woolies earn back investor support?

The fall from grace – not without reason

In addition, while most investors tend to concentrate
their attention on the performance of the David Jones
operation, we believe the Woolworths valuation is more
dependent on a recovery in the performance of the
Woolies SA Clothing & Home business. We have
examined the causes for the disappointing performance
in the domestic clothing operations and we believe the
steps taken to stabilise and reset the business should
result in improving returns from the current level. The
performance of the David Jones operation should also
start recovering, initially benefitting from a focus on cost
optimisation and the major relaunch of the flagship store.

The story since 2015 however, has been less positive. A
combination of macro-economic downturns in both the
South African and Australian economies had a negative
impact on the Clothing & Home businesses which are
inherently more exposed to the economic cycle.
More directly however, self-inflicted decisions including
adding too much high fashion merchandise in Woolies
SA Clothing & Home division; too much private label in
the David Jones operation and the inability to extract the
originally stated synergies lead to significantly worse
performance from these businesses as might have been
expected a few years ago.

A series of consecutive disappointing results has caused
investors to understandably lose faith in Woolies. We
believe, however, investor reaction has been overly
pessimistic. As the improving performance in the
domestic clothing business reveals itself, together with
the ongoing solid and meaningful contribution from the
foods business, and the incrementally improving results
in the Australian operations, we see investor sentiment
reacting positively to these better fundamentals.

The Woolies Food business remains an excellent, solid
performer and has continued to gain market share. In
addition, the Country Road operations have been stable.
The disappointment in the performance of the significant
David Jones acquisition and the SA clothing businesses
has caused investors to fall out of love with Woolies
over the past two years.
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The opportunity in a fallen angel
We believe that for reasons outlined above,
Woolworths is currently offering value, whilst Shoprite’s
share price is pricing in optimistic growth assumptions,
with little margin of safety.

•

If we were to label them based on their positioning on
the Perpetua True Value continuum at present,
Woolworths would be categorised as a Value thesis and
Shoprite as a Growth thesis respectively (see Figure 3).
While we concede that labelling these theses at different
points on the continuum could lead one to believe value
investors are not interested in companies with growth
attributes, this is certainly not the case. Put more
directly, value investors certainly want the companies
they invest in to grow; but rather are not willing to
overpay for that growth.

•

“Value investors” buy stocks (even those
whose intrinsic value may show little growth in
the future) out of conviction that the current
value is high relative to the current price.
“Growth investors” buy stocks (even those
whose current value is low relative to their
current price) because they believe the value
will grow fast enough in the future to produce
substantial appreciation.

Thus, it seems to us the choice isn’t really
between value and growth, but between
value today and value tomorrow. Growth
investing represents a bet on company
performance that may or may not materialize in
the future, while value investing is based primarily
on analysis of a company’s current worth.”

Howard Marks sums up how to interpret our own
assessment of Woolworths and Shoprite best in his
comment below in a 2004 memo he wrote when he
stated:

With this ideology firmly in mind, it is therefore not
difficult to see why, as disciplined value investors,
Perpetua’s portfolios currently have a meaningful holding
in Woolworths but none in Shoprite.

“in my view, all investors try to buy value – that is, to buy
something for less than it’ll turn out to be worth. The
difference between the two principal schools of investing
can be boiled down to this:

Figure 3:

Source: Perpetua
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SHOULD(N’T)
WE BE
INVESTING IN
RUSSIA?
Johannes Visser
Equity Analyst

It is difficult to build investor confidence in
Russia given its history and the ongoing
negative news flow

In this article, I want to shed some more factual detail on
this region and provide context for the selected
investments we have made to date in Russia. With
headlines recently turning even more negative as the US
prepares to punish Russia with further sanctions for its
political interference and emerging markets under the
spotlight, the past couple of months have proven to be
an opportune time to visit Russia, as well as to learn
more about the country and see it for ourselves. As is
characteristic during such opaque times, investor
interest wanes and companies have more time available
and I was therefore fortunate to meet with several
companies during a week-long trip to Russia.

Russia is truly a land of contrasts. On one end it is a
large global economy, has a vast resource-rich land mass,
possesses a rich and deep cultural history and a high level
of education and skills; and let’s not forget Russia is a
former and potential super-power that still holds almost
half the world’s nuclear weapons.
On the other hand, it seems to continuously produce
headlines that are disagreeable and owing to the balance
of negatives, that many investors feel compelled to
disqualify Russia as an investment destination.

Russia is one of the largest economies in the
world

At the core of this deep discontent sits a belief that the
extent of state intervention in the oligarch-dominated
Russian economy is simply untenable for the average
investor.

Russia is the largest country in the world by area and it
covers more than one-eighth of the Earth’s inhabited
land area. It has abundant natural resources with some
of the largest reserves of oil and gas, while approximately
half of the country is covered by vast forests that are
almost twice the size of Brazil’s. Oil, natural gas, metals
and timber account for more than 80% of Russia’s
exports, almost 20% of GDP and 50% of government tax
revenues.

Related to this are geopolitical ambitions, recently
demonstrated with the annexation of Crimea in the
Ukraine; the conflict in Syria; apparent meddling in the
US elections and those dreaded instances of minority
shareholders being disenfranchised. Add to this that the
purchasing power of the Rouble has also been
particularly turbulent in the past – and a commonly held
view that Russia remains particularly vulnerable to crisis
– and it’s easy to understand that investors may continue
to avoid or instinctively flee Russia when uncertainty
intensifies. For the same reason, it is understandable that
it could present outstanding investment opportunities
from time to time.

With 145 million people it is the 9th most populous
country in the world and roughly double that speak
Russian worldwide, which is the 7th most spoken
language in the world. Russia also has among the highest
level of tertiary education and skills. The level of
unemployment at 5% is low. It is the 11th largest country
by GDP and 48th by GDP per capita. It has huge potential
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to improve the living standards of its citizens but, as with
most other emerging markets, faces huge challenges to
address corruption, reform and uniquely so, as far as
emerging countries are concerned, an aging population.

resulting economic policy framework have also
contributed. In 2014, Russia introduced inflationtargeting, currently targeting 4%, and a more flexible
exchange rate. The country persistently runs a current
account surplus, and it has accumulated significant
foreign exchange reserves of $500billion, the 4th largest
in the world.

Although reform is likely to be slow going, the last
decade has seen much better regulation of financial
markets, and in the last few years, the ease of doing
business in Russia has markedly improved. Putin’s high
popularity within Russia, it has to be said, is making some
difficult reforms possible. Pension reform is next on the
agenda.

Government debt/GDP is 15% and is one of the lowest
in the world, essentially 0% at net debt level. The
government has been disciplined on spending, some
would argue too disciplined. With noticeably improved
finances in place, it is planning to spend more over the
coming years, particularly on infrastructure and
healthcare. The fiscal break-even oil price is at USD 55–
60/bbl and therefore at the current oil price, the
government continues to accumulate considerable
reserves that will support the fiscus and the Rouble for
some time even if we subsequently move to a sharply
lower oil price environment. Though access to foreign
funding remains a concern, Russia’s financial position
goes a long way to address the vulnerability of the past.

Interestingly, the personal income tax is among the
lowest in the world at 13%. Mortgage penetration is still
very low and mortgage spreads are reducing, still a
tailwind for mortgages and lenders.
Table 1:
Population
GDP rank in the world

145mn
11

GDP per capita rank in the world

48

Real GDP growth 2018 expected

1.8%

Unemployment

5.3%

Inflation rate

2.4%

Inflation target

4.0%

Government debt as % of GDP

15%

Foreign exchange reserves % of GDP

22%

Current account surplus 2018 expected % of GDP

5.0%

Ease of doing business rank out of 190 countries

From a cyclical standpoint it appears that Russia have
bottomed with the recession of 2015/2016. An
acceleration in real wages and increased spending by the
government, supports our view that consumption should
pick up and grow above GDP for some time to come.
This, despite proposals for VAT to increase on some
products from 18% to 20%. This bodes well for some of
our preferred investment prospects.

35

% of 25-54 population with master's or equivalent degree

29%

Personal income tax rate

13%

Proved gas reserves as % of world total

17%

Proved oil reserves as % of world total

6%

Share of oil and gas exports as % of total exports

59%

Number of time zones

11

Number of UNESCO World Heritage sites

28

Number of listed companies with a market capitlization > $2bn

50

Number of listed companies with a market capitlization > $200mn

100

The Russian stock market is concentrated
There are just over a thousand listed companies in Russia
with only approximately fifty that have a market
capitalization of more than $2 billion. Given the
structure of the economy, it is no surprise that more
than 50% of the market capitalization of the exchange is
in oil and gas, metals and mining companies. From a
qualitative perspective these are typically great assets
with some of the lowest cost of production in the world.
However, they subsidize the economy and are typically
taxed excessively. These include companies like

Better finances and a cyclical economic low
argues for lower risk
What is perhaps most interesting to us from a macro
standpoint, is that Russia is in much better financial shape
today. A higher price for oil has assisted considerably.
The administration’s desire for self-sufficiency and its
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For example we are more likely to consider companies
like Sberbank, one of the best banks globally, or Tinkoff
a smaller but excellent bank managed for shareholders.
Other such companies include the Russian “FAANG”
equivalents namely Yandex and Mail.Ru, the telecoms
companies that hold stakes in them and Moscow
Exchange one of the most profitable exchanges
worldwide. Food retail makes up 3% of the index and
include well managed competitive businesses like X5,
Magnit and Lenta. Also interesting, as it relates to the
growth of e-commerce, is the success of smaller
traditional bricks and mortar champs capitalizing on their
buying power in certain categories and growing online.
These include iconic children goods retailer Detsky Mir
as well as MVideo which have consolidated electronics
retailing.

Gazprom, Lukoil, Rosneft, Novatek, Tatneft and
Surgutneftegas.
Although they are valued at large discounts to their
global peers who have smaller asset bases, these stateowned companies have re-rated from their lows in the
late 2000’s (and more recently along with a higher oil
price) and in some cases also do not consider capital
expenditure on an economic basis. Still, we hold the view
that at the right price, an investment in the sector makes
sense and also note a steady increase in dividend payouts
at state invested enterprises which is expected to
continue. Other non-oil and gas resources companies of
note include Norilsk Nickel – one of the most profitable
miners in the world and Phosagro, the lowest cost
producer of phosphate fertilizer in a global market that
appears to be consolidating supply.
With the government largely responsible for the
provision of healthcare, insurance and education, these
sectors are not well developed in the private sector.
Slowly however with some changes in policies, entrants
are starting to appear such as MD Medical, the private
hospital group. With large infrastructure and particularly
housing spend in Moscow, real estate developers are
also being provided a boost. The listed banking sector
makes up just over 10% of the market index and include
some very worthwhile banking stocks to consider for
investment as we discuss below.

The Russian food retail sector offers up value
opportunities
Food retail in Russia is fragmented with the top 7
retailers controlling only approximately 30% of the
market. These companies include X5 and Magnit whom
are the most dominant each with approximately 10%
market share; and Lenta, Dixy, Auchan, Metro and Okey
together accounting for another 10%, roughly evenly
split between them.
Generally in food retail, size and volume growth relative
to the competition affords good terms with suppliers.
This is also evident in the Russian market where outside
the top 7 retailers, the next 20 players typically pay 10%
more for products from federal suppliers and the rest of
the market typically even 20-30% more. The prices that
X5 and Magnit have on their shelves are lower than what
most of their competition buys their own product at. In
an aging and price sensitive population, this is perhaps
even more important. This speaks for their
competitiveness and explains their profitable growth
over the last decade.

Perpetua adopts a cautious but curious
approach
What we like most about Russia as an investment
destination is that there are a small number of truly firstrate businesses with strong competitive positions that
are well managed and consequently where we are more
comfortable in our ability to evaluate them. From a
practical standpoint, focusing predominantly on these
companies allows us to research effectively and invest
when the opportunity presents itself. These companies
are typically less at risk of state actions to the detriment
of minorities in a big way; and with less oligarch
involvement and a domestic focus make them less
vulnerable to sanctions.

While X5 and Magnit operate predominantly smaller
proximity format stores where the opportunity is
largest, the other larger players like Lenta, Okey and
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A final word on risk

Auchan compete mainly in the more mature
hypermarket format. X5 and Magnit are also by far the
best positioned financially to grow share organically and
through acquisition with the lowest levels of debt in the
sector. With X5 and Magnit still expanding fast, the
recent recession and low food inflation spurred an even
more competitive environment. It certainly appears that
the market is ripe for further consolidation. It seems that
they will be able to take advantage and acquire the
locations of struggling regional players, and even from
some of the listed players, at attractive prices.

Clearly the risks of investing in Russia are more
pronounced (and dear I say more celebrated and
therefore more than priced in?) than in developed
countries which exhibit less direct state involvement in
businesses, better corporate governance, property
rights, contract enforcement, independence of the
courts and not forgetting freedom of speech. On average
we expect this to continue to improve as Putin’s political
balancing act and reforms continue. But suffice it to say
one accepts a higher probability of value leakage or tail
risk and it’s impossible to tell for sure where it may
occur and the magnitude of such events.

We mentioned our investment in Russian food retailer,
Magnit in the previous edition of our 2018 Perpetua
Perspectives. Since then the largest and arguably the best
food retailer X5 has nearly halved in price and we have
invested in it. The opportunity presented itself when it’s
recently disclosed growth expectations (on which the
market appraisal was heavily relying on), revealed that
the company’s growth plan was not proving immune to
a tough food retail environment. However, it now
appears that the appraisal pendulum has swung too far
to the other side. Both X5 and Magnit have a reasonable
runway to grow their market share and further improve
their competitive position without sacrificing capital
discipline. We estimate that their current share prices
provide an attractive entry points for long term
investors.

We are mindful that state involvement may come at the
expense of minority shareholders. In our assessment and
analysis, we attempt to guard against this risk by
distinguishing the more professionally run firms with
strong and growing competitive positions that are not
too political; where management can do a good job for
all shareholders (including for the government where it
is a major shareholder) and where we estimate the price
we pay provides a large margin of safety to protect
against the likelihood of value leakage in one form or
another.

___________________________________
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THE RISKS TO
FORECASTING

experience of our investment team to further our
understanding of a company and to build more
confidence into our forecasts.

Glen Heinrich
Equity Analyst

Inside versus outside view
Most of the process described above can be classified as
an “inside view”1 whereby we rely on our own research
to guide our expectations. While this view is very
natural to us and occupies most of our research time,
we need to acknowledge that as human beings we have
a disposition toward making errors of judgement often
called biases.

The research process is an important component in
asset management as it is intended to be part of a
repeatable process that the investment manager follows
to determine whether a security ends up in a client
portfolio. As active managers, this process requires us
to have a view on individual stocks (as opposed to
passive/index managers who typically buy a benchmarkweighted portfolio of shares).

A way to balance such biases is to also consider the
“outside view”, determining a base rate by looking at a
larger group of similar companies against which you can
compare your research.

Fundamental research drives the
investment process

An example of this outside view can be see in Figure 1
where the distribution of consensus analyst estimates
for the 3-year growth rates in sales for the 1000 largest
companies in the world by market capitalisation are
shown (dashed red line) vs the historical data since 1950
for companies of equivalent size (solid blue line). One
can clearly see that the inside view from consensus
estimates has a much narrower distribution than the
actual historical outcomes. Clearly investment analysts
have a false confidence in their prediction whereas in
reality, the outcomes have been far more diverse.

It doesn’t help us if our view is exactly the same as the
market because then our clients would be better off in
the index. So, our views need to be different to the
market. But we don’t want to be different for the sake
of being different. We want to be different when the
evidence presented results in a compelling reason to
take a different position to the market.
This evidence is built from the fundamental research we
perform on stocks and their respective industries.
Fundamental research includes analysing a company’s
history to ascertain their competitive advantages, the
threats to their businesses as well as the opportunities
that lie ahead. We also engage with company
management and industry experts to determine future
levels of profitability and growth that are reasonable to
expect from a business.

Figure 1: Overconfidence in forecasting as shown by sales growth

With all this data, we model the company’s past financial
performance over time and make forecasts of their
future performance based on these learnings. As part of
our investment process, we also draw on the deeper

Source: Credit Suisse HOLT ® and FactSet

1

Daniel Kahneman and his colleague Amos Tversky wrote a paper in 1973 that argued that the three types of information relevant to statistical prediction are:
the specifics about the case (inside view), the base rate (outside view) and the relative weights of the inside vs outside view.
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By contrasting the outside view against our inside view,
we can assess how likely or realistic our inside view is.
Calibrating the inside view with the outside view should
result in a better forecast.

Figure 2: Operating margins in consumer staples show strong mean
reversion

An example of using the outside view
So how do we translate our expectations about the
future of businesses we analyse into more useful
forecasts given what we know about our shortcomings
in doing so? Let’s use Pioneer Foods as an example.
Pioneer Foods is consumer staples company that has
experienced poor short-term performance based on
aggressive swings in agricultural commodity prices and
currency movements. Our bottom-up fundamental
research indicates that margins (and revenue growth)
will return to a level that justifies a significantly higher
price than the market is currently willing to pay.

Source: Credit Suisse HOLT ® and FactSet

The chart below looks at outside view of the consumer
staples sector. It shows that these companies exhibit a
strong tendency for margins to revert toward their
mean over a 3-year period. This would support our
inside view that it is likely that margins and revenue
growth return to higher levels. Importantly, just using
the outside view is not necessarily enough, as shown by
the dispersion on the chart. Also, we need to be aware
that we are only looking for data points that confirm our
research and ignoring those that don’t (confirmation
bias).

Conclusion

Combining the inside and outside view builds a stronger
investment case to including a share in our clients’
portfolios.

It is with this ethos that we invest our client’s money
into companies that offer us the opportunity of good
returns without the need for improbably optimistic
forecasts.

Ultimately forecasting is fraught with risk but when the
stakes are high (like in the stock market) there is always
an abundance of forecasters and people who listen to
them. At Perpetua we acknowledge these risks and
revert to the wise words of Benjamin Graham:

"The purpose of the margin of safety is to
render the forecast unnecessary."

___________________________________
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